
Books

By Lydia Kang

Quackery: A Brief History of the Worst Ways to
Cure Everything

Quackery recounts the lively, at times unbelievable, history of
medical misfires and malpractices. Ranging from the merely
weird to the outright dangerous, here are dozens of
outlandish, morbidly hilarious "treatments". Quackery
seamlessly combines macabre humor with science and
storytelling to reveal an important and disturbing side of the
ever-evolving field of medicine.
Available on SCRIBD

By Jack London

The Scarlet Plague

This pioneering science-fiction novella, like many of the master
storyteller's other tales, explores the thin line between
civilization and barbarism. London's harrowing vision of the
future raises compelling questions about social class,
knowledge, and human nature.
Available on SCRIBD

Games

Half Monster Games

Trust Me I'm a Doctor

Trust Me I’m a Doctor is a hilarious card game that lets you
become an old time doctor, treating serious medieval
maladies with some VERY questionable cures.

History of Medicine
Unit Study for Grades 7-12

How to Use This Study

This unit study contains a list of
resources and  activities for you to use
in your studies. Choose those that will
best suit  your students, time, and
learning environment.

This PDF does contain links, but not
affiliated links. Links are underlined. 

Social

Adapting to Other Ages

Younger learners may prefer to work
with our immune system unit study.
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@ANMgameschool
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patreon.com/gameschooling

Alternate Game Suggestions

Pandemic
Plague Inc.
Doctor Panic
Dice Hospital

Created by Michelle Morgan from anmgameschool.com

http://scribd.com/
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https://www.anmgameschool.com/unit-studies
http://anmgameschool.com/


Activities

By Crash Course on YouTube

Ancient & Medieval Medicine

Watch the video.
Discuss what you learned and how you feel
about the medical past.

Film Analasis 

Watch Girl, Interrupted (it is available digitally).
The movie is rated R, so do this activity with
consideration for your child's age and maturity.
Discuss mental illness and how it was treated. 
We would consider these treatments to be
inhumane today though they were considered
appropriate at the time. Discuss what
treatments today may be frowned upon in the
future? 
You could choose an alternate movie to watch
and analyze if the content is too mature for
your child.

Free to Download

New York Academy of Medicine
Library Coloring Book 2020

Spend some quiet time reflecting on what you
have learned while coloring this interesting 12
page coloring book filled with images from the
New York Academy of Medicine.

Reading

Choose one book to read aloud together.
Have your students read the other book on their own.
Have open discussions about the books as they are read.

Writing 

Keep a vocabulary log. Record the words you are not familiar
with from the books and find the definitions for them. You can
use the sheet below or make your own.
Write a reaction to either book or both.
Write a memoir of your own plague experience so future
generations will understand what it was like.
Write a research paper about medical practices from a specific
period of time (i.e. Victorian, medieval, etc.)
Write a short story using your game play as inspiration for the
medical tale.

All rights reserved Michelle Morgan 2020.
 Permission is hereby granted to the individual purchaser to reproduce student
 materials in this book for noncommercial individual or classroom use only.
 This fi le is not for redistribution or sharing.

Posts from AnM Gameschool

Check out our board game spotlight for Trust Me I'm a Doctor to learn more
about the game for this unit. You can learn more about modern medicine by
doing our immune system unit study. Want to get started making your own
unit studies featuring your own child's interests? Check out this post to get
started.

https://youtu.be/iGiZXQVGpbY
https://library.nyam.org/colorourcollections/new-york-academy-of-medicine-library-coloring-book-2020/
https://www.anmgameschool.com/post/board-game-spotlight-trust-me-i-m-a-doctor
https://www.anmgameschool.com/post/the-immune-system-a-unit-study
https://www.anmgameschool.com/post/how-to-create-your-own-unit-studies


What does it mean?
Write the words you do not know in the bubbles.
Find the definition and write it in the box next to it.


